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Wonderpack Industries Pvt. Ltd. was founded in 1985 by the present Director, Mr. Amit Shah along with other promoters.

The current business activity of the company is the development and manufacturing of Thermoforming machines for thin wall / thick wall application, plastic packaging & compact sheet line extruder machinery under the brand name Wonderpack.

Wonderpack is one of the pioneer and leader in the field of Thermoforming machines for thin wall / thick wall application, plastic processing / packaging, compact sheet line extruder machinery and accessories. In the mid eighties, the company had developed, for the first time, a Fully Automatic Forming Machine which was exhibited during the Hanover Fair in 1988. The success resulted in the building of an entirely new machine, the Disc-Fed Thermoforming Machine which uses pre-cut discs to form containers.

Wonderpack has never looked back since then. There has been all-round progress and many new machines have been developed since then. Customization is the buzz-word in Wonderpack and they are all set to stay as a pioneer even as the years roll-by fast.

Wonderpack also offers complete plants for plastic and packaging container, inline as well as offline Compact Sheet Line Extruder, Thermoforming Machines, Molds and Accessories.

Their machines are also designed to suit for different types of thermoplastic such as HIPS, OPS, PP, PVC, PET, ACRYCLIC, HDPE, ABS,...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/parason-machinery/aboutus.html
OTHER PRODUCTS

- Thermoforming Machines For Plastic Processing
- Automatic Roll-Fed/Trim-In-Place Thermoforming Machine
- Special Purpose Thermoforming Machine
- Thermoforming Machine With Inline Cutting & Stacking
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Shrink Wrapping Machine & Systems Machine
- Automatic Thermoform-Fill-Seal Machine
- Monolayer Extruders Machine
- Simultaneous Forming And Punching Of Cups
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CONTACT US

Parason Machinery Private Limited
Contact Person: Prashant

CIDCO, N- 2, Q-2/4, Near Suhiladevi High School
Aurangabad - 431005, Maharashtra, India

https://www.indiamart.com/parason-machinery/